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User Manual WAP10 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Respect users, 
 

Thank you for your purchase and use of our products. For your security and 
interests , read the product instructions and all the attached data before using it. If 
you do not operate the product in accordance with product instructions, resulting in 
any personal injury, property or other losses, the company will not be responsible 
for that. 
 
About the product instructions (hereinafter referred〝instructions〞) 

♦ Copyright of instructions belongs to our company; 
♦ Mentioned trademarks, type size in the instructions belongs to their 
respective owners; 
♦ If the content of instructions is inconsistent with the actual products, 
whichever are actual products. 
 
 
If you are unknown or objectionable to the clauses of the instructions, please 

propose a written objection to our company within 7 days after purchasing it. 
otherwise you have agreed ,understood and accepted all the content of the 
instructions. 
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1. Attention 
 
1.1 Special tips 
 
In order to make you pay reasonable attention on certain note, please see the following 
notice: 
【DANGER】--  Attention! High danger  

【WARNING】--  Attention!  Medium danger 

【ATTENTION】-- Attention! Danger! 

【FORBIDDEN】-- Do not do this dangerous operation 

【REMIND】-- Take care 
The security information provided in this chapter is not the whole. For safe reason, 
please pay enough attention to all security information wherever it was marked, as well 
as other instruction in this manual. 
 
 
1.2 Important tips of using tablet pc 
 
1. LCD maintenance:  
Don't put any heavy goods on the laptop 
Please make sure that you haven’t put too many things in the bag or besides the device 
when using suitcase or backpack 
Don't grasp,twist or impact the surface of the LCD 
Don't put LCD in environment beyond 40 degree or humidity over 90% 
Don't expose LCD in the direct sunlight or strong fluorescent 
Please don't use corrosive cleaning agent to clean LCD to avoid any damage. 
 
2. Please do not block ventilating radiator to avoid device over heat.   
 
3. Please don't remove them when system is reading floppy drive, CD drive or U disk 
etc, or system would be collapsed, even all your datas would lose.  
 
4. Please don't take the case apart when the system is working or datas would be 
damaged, even lost. Please copy those important files by yourself timely, especially, 
before you decide to format the disks. 
 
5.Reformat the HDD will delete all date on it, please backup frist.Be sure your important 
date have backed up in other storage media, Data loss caused by no-backup the 
company will not assume responsibility. 
 
6.Please use the power adapter according to the safe usage rules. Do not take the 
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adapter apart.  
 
7.Do please only use the power adapter we enclosed in the device package. 
 
8.Make sure the computer work in normal environment, make sure computer away from 
the harsh environment (high-temperature, low temperature, high humidity) to ensure 
that the life fo the computer. 
 
9.Do not use MODEN,ADAPTER in lightning weather. 
 
10.Do not pick-and-place Tablet PC with one hand or make it imbalance. 
 
11.Only the authorized people of our agency can assemble or disassemble the device, 
please prevent the seal from any damage for after-sales service. 
 
12. Do please remember the password if any, and please turn to agency for help if you 
forget your password, but all your datas may be lost after the retrieval. 
 
13. Please just open the CD drive manually, but not recur to any other fragile things.  
 
14.Against operate computer incorrectlly.  
 
 
1.3 Attention 
 
Applicable group 
【attention】 
You’d better operate this device with the related basic common sense. Children only 
can operate it besides adult. 

  
Working environment  
【danger】 

 content Available range remarks 
Storage & 
transportation 
temperature 

-20°C to 60°C  

relative storage & 
transportation 
humidity 

10% - 90%RH（60°C）  

atmospheric pressure 86 kPa – 106 kPa  
power 110~240VAC，50~60Hz   

working humidity 30% - 90%  
working temperature 5°C - 35°C  
 

【warning】 
To avoid computer damaged by environment (humidity, dust, food, liquid, direct 
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exposure in the sunlight ). It should be placed in ventilation, dry place.   
 
To avoid magnetic interference and damage please keep away from other home 
appliances such as TV, air conditioner and so on. 
 
Please don't splash liquids or other debris into the computer or it would cause the short 
circuit of other internal components and get electric shock or fire.  
 
【attention】 
Please make sure that the laptop has been placed under 10 degree or above for at least 
2 hours, or when turning on, that would damage your datas.  
 
Before usage 
【warning】 
After a transportation below 10 degree, please at least wait for 2 hours under normal 
temperature before your usage. And do not unfold the package during this period. 
 
【attention】 
Before using, please make sure the comptuer connection, power supply and other 
matters all under the manual instruction. 
 
Move, Transportation,Storage 
【attention】 
Please be attention to lightly take and put when moving computer  
Computer should be put in the package case and put according to the package storage 
logo, also use close carton to carry .   
Please keep the package beyond children’s touch.  
  
【attention】 
Do please change the battery under professional staffs’ instruction; only use the battery 
manufacturer recommends; appropriately dispose the used battery.  

 
 

1.4 Important tips of using batteries 
 
New battery: 
Please charge the battery only after completely used out. 
 
Battery life： 
Improper use and maintenance may shorten batterylife. Please make the battery used 
out and re-charged fully once per 30 days.  
 
Save battery power : 
A. advanced power management 
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Your laptop has function of advanced power management ,which could slow down CPU 
and surrounding parts speed .Using these functions would help save power  
 
B. LCD brightness  
LCD would consume a lot of power,you can save the power by reducing the brightness.   
 
C. software and peripherals 
For different software and peripherals, even these are not procedure or equipment in 
use, it would consume power. To save power, we advise the followings:  
 
-If you don’t use Modem or other communication procedure, please shut down these . 
-Take the PC card out after used it, it is a power consumer. 
-Remove all unnecessary peripherals away. 
 
Q & A： 
How to make the battery used out? 
Support the laptop via battery till it turns off automatically. Do not do it manually even 
there is any sound or notice for low power. 
 
How to charge completely?  
When the battery is charging, usually you must wait till the battery light displaying on the 
computer shows it is completely charged, then the charger is full. Please refer to the 
power indicator light of this handbook for detail information.  
 
How to maintain battery?  
At least every 30days or after incomplete discharging every 20 times ,then do one 
completely charge or discharge.  
 
Special attention: 
This battery is only for this laptop 

If changing improper battery type, this may be in danger of explosion .It is only allowed 
to use the same model of factory battery or same grade of battery type recommended 
and admitted by factory to change. 
 
Please don't dismantle battery. 
Please don't expose battery in fire or water. 
 
To prevent fire ,burning or battery broken, please don't let the battery pole touch metal 
goods.  
 
Please be specially careful on handling broken or leakage battery. If you touch the 
battery fluid carelessly, please hurry to wash by soap and water. If you touch eyes, 
please wash them with water within 15 minutes and go to hospital as soon as possible.  
 
If the environment temperature is pretty high ,please don't charge.  
Please don't expose the battery in high temperature when storage.  
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Power 

【danger】 
If you need qualified grounding power plug and socket of three core with ground 
connection, the plug would be finally in the good grounding power. The good ground 
connecting would be important guarantee for your computer to run normally. If you 
change the standard of power line wihtout authorization, it may bring serious result and 
the max length of the power line shouldn't be over 4.5 meter. 
 
You should be accord to power plug and socket description to make sure power meets 
computer use requirement when you use the power, qualified power and good 
grounding connection is important guarantee for computer to run normally or it would 
brind serious results. 
 
【danger】 
If using products during thunderstorm, this may be harmful to computer, even yourself 
and other property safety .So don't use computer in thunderstorm weather and cut off 
phone line ,net line ,power line and other possibe electrical conductor connecting 
outside world .Don’t plug these cables when thunder.  
 
【warning】 
Don't try to plug the 110V power line in the 220V power and also don't change voltage 
selector switch of machine power .Any change may lead to person damage or 
equipment broken. 
 
【attention】 
Check carefully AC power line the machine provide randomly ,if there is problem, 
please contact seller. 
 
The power line for microcomputer must accord to the following security rules: 
· CCC approval  
· Power plug should be finally in good power  
· Power plug should be conform to GB 1002－1996、GB2099.1-1996 
 
Ergonomics 

【warning】 
When you work or play games on computer ,please adjust your environment , make 
your computer equipment good and let you in a comfortable ,flexible state .The 
following advice could help you get a more comfortable environment . 
 
1. Support your back: 

 Choose a chair supporting the lower back.  
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 Adjust working posture, face height and chair ,let it appear a comfortable and natural 
pose. 

 
2. Contributed to a comfortable leg posture: 

 Clean goods under the desk and let leg position and movement more comfortable.  
 If your leg couldn't break on the floor comfortably, please use a stool.  

 

3. Reduce the bending and reverse of the neck:  
 Put LCD in the middle of your front .If you are checking file more often than 
screen ,please consider putting the file in front of yourself and LCD is close to the 
edge a little bit.  
 Consider to use file framework, let the file close the level of the eyes. 
 Put the top of the screen on the level of close eyes .Astigmatism may need to put the 
LCD lower or discuss with qualified health expert about glasses suitable for computer 
work. 

 
4. Reduce eye strain:  

 Put the LCD in the place of arm length and comfortably sit in front of LCD. 
 Avoid glare .LCD should be placed far away from glare light or use curtain to control 
light intensity.  
 Please remember to clean LCD .If you wear glasses and need to clean glasses.  
 Please adjust the LCD light ,contrast and characterize to a state you feel comfortable. 
 when operating keyboard and touchpad ,please touch key lightly,keep hand and 
finger relax and touch keyboard with smaller effort. 
 When clicking touchpad or using joystick or game controller ,use smaller effort to 
touch the key.  
 When typing ,avoid rest on the surface of wide angle objects with palm or wrist,if 
necessary .Please break your palm when typing.  
 Relax arms and hands when not typing, dont rest on the edge of the objects like desk 
edge. 
 Adjust your chair and don't let seat squeeze the back of the knee. 

 
 
1.5 Safety tips 
 
1. Power outlet hole should be placed closed to equipment or place easily to be 
operated .When pluging the power line,avoid direct way of pulling out .Be sure to pull 
from the plug to ensure safety and be aware of electric shock.Please don't open power 
adapter.      
 
2. Please don't put the goods closed to the water. 
 
3. When installing ,Please put the goods in the stable structure.The goods may drop 

because of not stable place and lead to serious damage . 
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4. Please don't put the cable of the products in the place of people coming and going to 
avoid bad step on electric wires .Please don't put any goods on the electrical line.  

 
5. Please follow all warning information and label on the goods. 
 
6. If you don't plan to use the goods for long time ,please pull the power plug to avoid 

damage from short-term excessive voltage 
 
7. Please don't spread any liquid on the goods .This action may cause risk of fire or 
electric shock. 
 
8. If any following situation happens ,please hand to professional people to serve  
a. When electric line or plug has been damaged or worn 

b. Liquid is spread on the goods 

c. The goods has been subjected to rain or spilled water   

d. When you have run as instruction and this products is not operated normally  

e. If the goods dropped ever or shell has been damaged   

f.  If the goods appear obvious damage  

 
9. The use of the goods and storage temperature refer to attached product specification. 
Don’t use and memorize in the stated temperature. This may lead to products 
permanent damage  
 
10. Please don't use power adpater next to water or other liquid place .Don’t spill liquid 
on the power adapter  
 
Note: All pictures of the handbook are schematic for reference only .Details 
are subject to actual goods. 
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2 product description 
 

2.1 brief introduction 
 Product name: Tablet-PC 
 Serial and model: Tablet-PC serials Mini model 
 Product function feature 

Using lastest Intel mobile computer technology. 

 
System scalability 
System allow memory and HDD capacity upgrade and replace .Please refer to local 
reseller or designated maintainace department for operation when doing replacement of 
memory expanded.  

 
Clear LCD  
The Tablet-PC should have LCD display of LED backlit. This would bring clear and 
bright colorful characters and pictures. 
 
 
Communication feature  
1.The Tablet-PC prepares wireless solution of 802.11b/g built in for LAN. 
2.The Tablet-PC can built in EVDO 3G module, 3G and Bluetooth are optional. 
 

 
 
 
 
2.2 components introduction 

(Note： Following are schematic diagram and subject to actual goods ) 
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17 
 

 
 
 

序号 组件 说明 

1 Power Swicth The master switch of Tablet pc 

2        Speakers Built-in speaker 

3 PC camera Built-in camera 

4 Display/Touch screen Show the touch region 

5 External power Connect the power adapter 

6 RJ-45 port Connect reticle 

7 VGA port Connect display 

8 USB port Connect USB device, such as printers,digital 
cameras,etc. 

9 Audio out Audio output and 2.1 sound effect pre-out, headset, 
active loudspeaker can be connected 

10 Microphone jack Connect microphone 

11 Wifi LED Num lock indicating wifi is open 

12 HDD LED HDD LED will blinking as power on 

13 Battery indicator LED on when Battery using and in charging state 

14 Power indicator LED on when power-on 
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SPECIAL NOTICE 
Do not hit LCD screen with any hard object for protect LCD screen。Do 

not use any corrosive detergent in case of damage screen, Only designated 
LCD cleanser can be used for screen cleaning and maintenance. 

Make sure the cooling vent is unblocke in order to prevent pc 

15 Card Reader Can insert SD/MMC/MS/MS PRO card, to extend 
computer functions 

16 Cooling fan Air outlet of cooling fan 

17 Written pen Write pen Placement Location 

18 Microphone Built-in microphone 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

2.3 Open the box and check 
Please be careful to open the box, take out of machine and other accessories. If you 
find  something damaged or missed, please contact seller immediately. Please keep 
original packing materials for replacement. 

Normally you would find following components(please refer to packing list for details) 

1.tablet pc 

2. Power adapter (including 1 power cable) 

3. User manual 

4. Drive 

5. Warranty card 

6．Loading list 
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3 Basic information 
3.1 System status indicator light 
 

LED Graphic symbol contect 

 

Power on/off 

 
Flashing orange light means the battery 

is under charging when system is charged 
by battery but battery power is low . 
Blue light means battery is fully charged 

 
Blue light means system is storing CD or 
HDD   
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Blue light flashing means wireless card 
now is connected 

 

Stop computer  
When you finish work , you could power off computer or let computer enter into waiting 
or sleeping mode 

stop mode Way Power on again and 
use 

power off 
directly 

Please follow the power off 
procedure of operating system. 
This could avoid data lost or 
software broken. 
in case system is dead coz of 
hardware or software, then turn 
it off by press power button. 

press power button 

 
(Standby) 

As your windows setting ：
entering standby status as 
following method 
• Close computer cover 
• Press power button 

press power button 

 
(Hibernation) 

As your windows 
setting,entering sleeping status 
as following way 
• Close computer cover 
• Use power button 

press power button 

If you stop computer as waiting or sleeping status, then when using computer next time it 
would return to the last status. 

3.2 Screen 
To make your eyes comfortably, we adopt TFT LED screen for the computer.It support 
high resolution true color, can bring you extraordinary visual. Further more, there is 
high-sensitivity touch screen, support handwriting input. 
 

Please follow below rules for extending the life of display  
1. Set LCD brightness as lowest comfortable brightness   
2. Please add a external LCD and close laptop screen when using on desk  
3. Don't close power system to enter into pause mode. 
4. If using DC power but without adding a external LCD ,don't switch to pause mode 

when not use 
【attention】To extend your battery life ,please adjust brightness to the lowest on 
premise of watching compfortably for saving power. 
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3.3 Network card 
There is a built-in Ethernet card in the device, it can meet 10/100Base-TX standard. 
Plug the one end of LAN to your right connection RJ-45 of your computer ,then you 
could transfer date on line here . 

 
Open / close wireless network 
Your computer builts in wireless card, please set and join as operation system indication 
(please consult with your local networker). And please notice your computer need to 
connect with wireles network in certain time.  

 

4 BIOS(basic input and output system) Settings 
In this chapter, we will instruct you enter BIOS to setup procedures and various 

kinds of hardware settings. You could learn how to use the built-in security protection 
settings. 

 [public setting procedure] is a hardware status procedure built in  laptop 
 BIOS。It could carry out and maintain many hardward functions. It is a kind of 
software by making use of menu mode to  operate ,allowing you to set and change 
settings easily  

 BIOS includes pre laptop factory settings.however you still have chance to change 
BIOS pre-settings. When there is hardware changes, such as upgrade,  temporary 
status or you decide to set hardware  

BIOS could let you set password for controlling user storage, this is important 
function because present laptop stores a lot of  information. Storage without 
authorization could be prevented 

 

4.1  Method of BIOS Setup  

The situation which you must carry out the BIOS setup includes： 

Display shows information to require you carry out BIOS settings when power tests 
and finds problem. 

You need to reset the default value. 
You need to change default value upon certain hardware. 
You need to change default value to get the best system function. 
If you plan to do the BIOS setup. You need to press Delete key when powering on 

the computer. 
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 how to select 
To one item, you need to finish setup by 2 or 3 steps. Most of  these options must 

pass 3 steps. Menu titles, drop-down menu and sub-menu. 
Making use of the keyboard to move and select. You can see keyboard 

 information on the right bottom of the screen. 
 

keys function in the system setting 
【Enter】：choose the current items or enter sub-menu 

【↑↓】：choose options or date 

【←→】：choose menu 【+/-】：change device 

【Esc】: close the current page for removing the former page  

【F1】 : help 

【F10】：save and exit the system setting. 
 
Notice:  
Do not change the pre setting of the BIOS. Or else this will cause the system unstable 
or cann’t work normally.  If there’s any problems when setting, please recover default 
setting. 
 
The following picture,  due to the different configuration, the BIOS content in the 
following picture  may be different from the actual machine, please take the actual 
machine for reference.. 
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4.2 Main settings 

 
 
 
 

ITEMS DESCRIPTION 
System Time Time setting 

System Date Date setting 
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4.3 BOOT (setup of boot screen and boot device order)  

 
 

OPTION INSTRUCTIONS 
Boot Device Priority Start prior setup for choosing or selecting order 
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Special Tips 
Please do not forget your setting password, because this is the only 
password to set up the BIOS. or else please contact with supplier or 
authorized maintenance station. However this may destroy all the stored 
data. 

4.4 Security Settings  

 
 

OPTION INSTRUCTIONS 
Change Supervisor Password Set  BIOS possword，to protect  BIOS Security. 

Change User Password setting or change users’ password 。 

Clear User Password clear users’ password。 
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4.5 [Exit] Menu 

 
 

ITEM 
Save Changes and Exit 

Discard Changes and Exit 
Load Optimal Defaults 

 
 
Note: Advance setting item, suggest users not revising,or revise under the guide of the 
professional man. 
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5 Drivers Installation and User instruction 
In the chapter,you will know how to use the enclosed CD Installation  Driver. 
One CD Driver will be enclosed when shipping the laptops,there is  corresponded 
driver in the CD. 
The chapter will instruct you how to install these drivers. 

5.1Install drivers,pls follow below steps: 
 

The laptop supports: Windows XP SP2,Vista，Mini OS(Customized) 
Open the CD Driver enclosed,as showed below: 

 
 

“Chipset”is the chipset group driver of the laptop: 
“Video” is video driver 
“Audio” is audio driver 
“Wi-Fi” is WIFI driver 
 
Click correspondent icons, then follow the clews to finish the installation. 
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6 Malfunction Analysis and Disposal 
In the chapter, you will know how to solve the common hardware and 

 software problems. 
Tablet pc must be tested very strictly before the shipment,it accords  to law 

requirement and general system requirement. 
The chapter provides reference and distinguished information for the 

 hardware and software problems you will encounter normally. 
When you encounter such problems,you can try to deal with according  to 

 the instruction of the chapter,if mistake still exists,you can enquire  about the 
service information from your franchiser. 

 
 

6.1 Sound Problem 
No Sound 

 Ensure the correct installation of the sound and audio drivers,you can check,my 
computer/management (click right key)/device management to check audio device 
driver state(can’t appear) 

 Pls click the loudhailer icon in the righ down corner,check the volume of the 
loudhailer whether be closed or not(or open the control through menu, start 
mene/control panel/sound,voice,sound effect device. 

 Pls try to press Fn+F9to improve the volume(confirm whether the volume be 
adjusted the minimal state.) 

 Most sound problems are related with software.If the sound of your laptop is 
normal,the possible reason is that the settings of the software is incorrect. 
Can’t record 
 
Pls double click the loudhailer icon in the right down corner to check whether the 
volume of the microphone closed or not.  

1.Press once「option」，choose「property」. 

2.choose「record」press once 「ok」。 

3.press 「 ok 」 once again, the recording volume controller will skip 
 auotomatically. 

6.2 Hard disk problem. 
Haredisk is unable to work or undistinguishable. 
If you upgrade the hard disk just now,pls ensure the interface of the hard disk is not 
loose and doff,and the posting of the hard disk is completely 
 

 correct.You can plug out the tie and plug again,then restart the laptop. (tie touch 
problem is possible to cause the system can’t recognize the hard disk device.) 
New hard disk need be seperated into new partitions and formatted again. 
Operation system and drivers also need install again. 
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Pls check the denoting light of the hard disk,when you save the file,the hard disk 
light will be clittered intermittently. 

 
New hard disk is possible bad. 

 If your tablet pc encountered static orimpinge,you may damage the hard disk. 

The performing speed of the hard disk is too slow 
 If your HDD run for a long time, messed files would cause many disk debris sorting 

procedure. Please choose [ Start-Appendix-System tool-Disk debris cleaning ] to 
clean up the disk compiles. This takes you some time. 

 Your HDD is infected virus. Please install anti-virus software. 
 You maybe installed so many procedures which make the system works slowly. 

 
File damaged 
 

 Please run [ Disk scan procedure ] to scan the disk firstly, double click [ my laptop ], 
right click C:, select [ Attribution ], then in [ tool ] bar in error checking status to run 
the scanning procedure. 

 

6.3 LCD problem 
When system boot, screen is black. 

 Check the battery is OK, after power on, every of the light indicating lights are OK, 
then to get the information it is the screen or system device’s problem. 

 Please make sure the laptop is not under sleeping or waiting model. Under these 
modes, the LCD is closed for saving power. 

 Please press function key to increase LCD brightness. 
 Please press function key to make sure laptop is not under the CRT output mode 

only. 
 
Not easy to read words on screen 

 Please press function key to increase screen brightness. 
 The screen resolution should be 1024*600 to get the best effect. 

1. [ Start ]-Setting-Control panel-double click [ Display ] icon. 
2. In the page of [ Setting ], please set resolution as 1024*600. 

 
Screen flashes 

 When power on or off the device, you would see the screen flashes many times 
which is a normal phenomena. 

 
Dead dots on screen 

 Since LCD manufacturing process limitation, LCD usually appear some points 
which couldn't display some color normally (dead points called generally). This is 
normal phenomona. Please be assured of using .Please refer to China national 
standard GB/T9813-2000. Following is reference National content. 

 Attached C LCD dead points acceptible standard  
 test as following condition : 
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environment temperature：20℃~25℃ 

light：300 lx~700 lx 

Visual distance：35cm 
Visual point of view: sight line and screen surface is 90 degree 

 

6.4 memory problem  
After you install more memory, POSTing power on self test don't show adding 
memory capacity  

 Memory installing may be not proper  
 Memory is broken  
 Your system may be not compatible with come memory  

Operation system would send out error information of low memory when 
working  

 This usually is the software or Window problem  
 Pleaes close application software which is not in use and reboot computer  
 Or you must install more memory module  

 
Spetial statement 

This laptop could support various kinds of peripherals such as mouse, keyboard, printer, 
scanner. We make sure the peripherals compatibility and reliability along with machine. 
User should use it properly as attached product descrition book. If consumers purchase 
third party peripherals and use in this laptop, please follow this equipment description 
book, connect peripherals and computers properly and install related driver which the 
equipment operation system support. Since peripherals factory in market is too many, to 
make sure the consumers’ interest ,we advise consumers to purchase famous goods 
which quality could be assured. If there is compatible problem between third party and 
laptop, Please contact third party factory.   
 
For the software along with laptop(All software installed randon are random given 
software, it is free for user). We are sure of the software function and compatibility. 
Please refer to user manual along with machine to use it properly. Beside there are 
various software in the market, unless the software has spetial requirement, most 
genuine software could be run normally in this laptop. To protect consumer interest, 
please purchase genuine software from legal channel. If user purchase third party 
software, Please follow use manual along with software to operate properly. If third party 
has compatibility problem with laptop ,please contact third party. 
 
We advise before purchasing third party hardware products or software, usercould find 
third party factory or reseller to test ,and purchase it after test pass to protect your right. 
We don't assure supporting return and replacement because hardware products or 
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software problem from third party .We could offer technical support.  
 

 

Appendix A: Spec 
CPU: Intel Atom Mobile N270, 1.6G FSB533(BGA) 

Chipset：Intel 945GSE+ICH7-M 

Display: 10.2″TFT LCD panel touch screen (1024×600) 
RAM: DDR2 667/533 MHz memory, one DDR2 SO-DIMM slot (support 
512M/1G/2G). 

Graphic memory: dynamic graphic memory distribute: MAX RAM 1024MB;MAX 
Graphic memory 128MB. 

Storage: SD/MS/MMC/MS-pro 

HDD: 2.5″, height: 9.5mm, SATA port, support 160GB 

Slots: 1×DIMM 

       2×Mini PCI-E slots: one for WIFI&Bluetooth module or WIFI only, 2nd for 
3G/3.5G HSDPA/WCDMA card (Optional) 

Sound: High definition Audio support 2.1 channel output 

         2 Audio jacks  

         3 USB 2.0 ports 

         1 VGA port 

         1 Headphone jack 

         1 Mircrophone jack 

PC camera: 1.3 Mega Pixels 

I/O port: 
1 MIC port; 
1 earphone hole; 
3 USB2.0 ports; 
1 VGA port; 
1 network port(RJ-45); 
1 card reader (SD/MS/MMC/MS-pro); 
1 DC-IN port 

LAN: 10/100 M Ethernet Controller. 
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Wi-Fi: IEEE 802.11b/g 

Power: Adapter: Input: 100-240V 50/60Hz Max 1.0A Output: 12V / 2.5A 

Battery: Polymer battery, 2400mAh, 1.5h battery life 
Size: 280mm(W)×180mm(D)×24mm(H) 

Weight: 1.03KG（with battery） 

 
Note：we won’t announce you specially if there is any change of the 

device in the future. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

       Techn. Änderungen ohne Vorankündigung und Irrtum vorbehalten. Alle Rechte geschützt. 

WETIF Industrie EDV Telefon DE  +49 8142 448976-0 
Senserstraße 3 Telefon AT   +43 664 28 68 223 
D - 82140 Olching info@wetif.com    


